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FORM I (7th Grade) Summer Reading Mini Projects 
 
Directions: Complete ONE project for each of your three self-selected summer reading titles. You 
have options under each project description, but should come to school with one setting project, one 
plot project, and one character project completed.  (If you have read more than three titles, choose 
your favorites!)  
 
You may digitally create/ type, or hand write/ draw according to your preference. Seek to be 
thoughtful and creative, but not exhaustive. This work is meant to be a simple and fun review of what 
you have read.  
 
Self-Selected Titles  
 

1. Setting: 
Option one:  Make a map of the setting from a bird’s eye view. Label key locations and make 
any notes you think are important about these places.  

 

Option two: Draw, paint, or collage a picture depicting one setting in which the story takes 
place. On the front or back, explain the significance of this setting to the story as a whole. 

 
2. Plot: 

Option one: Make a timeline of key events.  
 

Option two: Write a letter to the author.  Include your opinion or questions about the choices 
the author makes about the beginning, middle, and/or end of the novel. Upon returning to 
school, you’ll have an opportunity to revise this letter and mail it to your author. 

 
3. Character:  

Option one: If you could interview one character from the book, whom would you choose? 
Create an interview of this character. Compose your interview to include three questions and 
the response you imagine the selected character would have.  
 

Option two: Create a videotaped interview where you dress like a character from your novel, 
and explain what your outfit reveals about the character. Your interview should include at 
least two questions and responses. Try to answer the questions in the same way your 
character would have. This video should be accessible on your ipad the first day of class.   
 

The Outsiders 
 

Directions:  Select three passages from the novel- one from the beginning, one from the middle, and 
one from the final chapters- that seem especially important or are interesting to you for any reason. 
Highlight or underline, or copy these passages and briefly explain their importance in your eyes on a 
post-it adhered to the page or on a separate piece of paper.  


